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Canada Introduces new requirements for
international travellers

As of November 21st, anyone travelling to Canada will be

required to present a quarantine plan and a COVID-19

self assessment before getting on their flight.  This is a

part of the new rules announced by the Public Health

Agency earlier this week. This required information can be

provided either through the ArriveCAN mobile app or via

a toll-free phone number provided by the Canadian

government. Travellers failing to submit this information

prior to their arrival in Canada will be subject to fines of

up to $1,000 issued by law enforcement upon arrival in

Canada.   

Canada extends international travel restrictions 

As the second wave is hitting our country, Public Safety

Canada has announced the extension of international

travel restrictions on Canadians until at least November

30th. The restrictions have now been in place for eight

months, and they are very likely to continue being

extended until the virus is under better control worldwide.

The Canadian government has slowly been adding more

exemptions to the rules, such as for international students,

inhabitants of border towns along the U.S. border and

native nations.  

State by State restrictions, quarantine and test
requirements

It’s pretty easy to get confused when trying to understand

the myriad restrictions in place across the various states

within our neighbor to the South, some rules are

voluntary, some mandatory, some require testing before

the trip, some require a 14-day quarantine on arrival. To

help us all keep track of the latest rules in place in each

of the United States, Forbes has published a very useful

guide that highlights, state by state, the requirements you

need to consider before travelling. We included a link to

the complete article at the end of this report. 

Canada is removed from European Union’s allowed
international travel list  

Due to the spike in cases across our country, the EU has

officially removed Canada from the list of admissible

international travel country.  While this doesn’t mean

Canadian travellers are forbidden to travel to the EU;

each of the European countries may decide whether or

not to enforce this list in each of their country, the move

is concerning and indicates a step back in our

management of the contagion. 
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Air Canada Rouge resumes operations

Effective November 2nd, Air Canada Rouge is back in

operations. Flying to primarily leisure destinations, the

brand is key to the Air Canada rebuilding effort on

international routes. Leisure demand for air travel has so

far vastly outpaced demand driven by business travel

and as such Air Canada is counting on its Rouge low

cost model to help it get back to profitable operations. 

WestJet first airline in Canada to offer flight refunds
for cancelled flights

WestJet announced over the last weekend that they will

issue refunds for flights that were canceled by the airline

during the COVID-19 pandemic. While this affects a

relatively small percentage of the airline’s outstanding

unused tickets, WestJet is the first Canadian airline to

issue refunds for cancelled flights due to COVID-19,

despite mounting pressures from consumer advocacy

groups and other lobbies representing international

travellers. 

American Airlines expands pre-flight testing to more
destinations

Citing the initial success and popularity of the pre-flight

testing services it has started to offer recently, American

Airlines and other U.S. carriers are ramping up efforts to

offer their passengers low cost, quick response COVID-19

pre-flight testing.  With the rise of travel restrictions

across several states, the pre-test enables travellers to

avoid a mandatory 14-day quarantine for some

destinations. 

Airlines looking to Holiday travel to boost their sales

While airlines are fighting for their survival across the

world, several major airlines are ramping up their flights in

expectation of more demand for air travel during the

Holidays. Air travel is still down more than 65% globally

and the recovery has been slower than anticipated since

the summer. Given the pent-up demand and the desire

for many to reunite during the Holidays, airlines are

hoping the Holidays will provide them with much needed

revenues. 

AIRLINE NEWS
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How safe is it to stay at hotels
during the pandemic?

The U.S. Center for Disease Control

(CDC) issued a recent travel update

with recommendations to stay home

for the Holidays.  If travel is planned,

the CDC indicated that staying in a

rental home with your household

members is considered the safest

options, when compared to staying in

a hotel with more distant family

members. The more frequent

contacts with people outside the

household involved with staying at a

hotel is the primary concern raised by

the CDC.  A link to an ABC News

article covering the

recommendations is included at the

end of this report. 

Hilton positions itself for the
recovery, opens 133 new hotels in
Q3

Despite the current low demand for

the hospitality services it provides

Hilton is determined to position itself

favorably for the recovery. As such,

and despite posting a net loss of

$81M in the third quarter of 2020, the

chain has moved ahead with the

opening of 133 new properties

worldwide in Q3 only. As of the end of

September, 97% of existing Hilton

properties were open. 
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Hertz no longer listed on NYSE, looks for $4B loan

After a decision from the SEC to delist its stock from the

New York Stock Exchange, and following the successful

drive to raise $1.65B in financing from its creditors, Hertz

is now seeking court approval to finance a new fleet of

vehicles using asset-back loans of up to $4B.  The

embattled car rental company is still fighting to emerge

from bankruptcy court protection after filing back on May

22nd this year.  

Avis reports better than expected results for Q3 2020

The Avis Budget group surprised analysts in turning a

profit on its worldwide operations last quarter and

posting a U.S. profit of close to $200M.  Citing aggressive

cost reductions measures that drove nearly $2B of costs

out of the business and a recovering demand, Avis 

Budget seems well positioned to emerge of the

pandemic crisis in a fiscally sound position.  While facing

its own struggles, the worldwide car rental demand has

been less impacted relative to other travel categories

since the start of the pandemic.

Enterprise rent a car moves forward with Latin
America expansion

After the purchase of Discount, boosting the company’s

presence in Canada, Enterprise recently announced its

plans to enter new markets in Latin America, starting with

Aruba, Panama as well as opening 25 new locations in

Brazil, bringing its total to 77 in the country. The company

explained that the investment in these markets are key

components to their global growth and part of the

group’s goal to serve their customers wherever their

travels may take them. 

CAR RENTAL
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Recovery by type of flight

Weekly aircraft movements are a good indicator of industry and (indirectly) overall economy recovery. In Canada,

the most impacted flights by the pandemic have been transborder and international flights which have seen a 90%

decline in volume since February 2020, Domestic flights, on the other hand, have declined approximately 60%. With

the US-Canada border closures, it is no surprise that domestic flights have taken a larger share leading the recovery

in flights as travelers feel safer with local airlines. From mid-April, there had been a steady rise in aircraft

movements, driven primarily by domestic flights, with the increase of air cargo, reflecting a surge in e-commerce

sales. However, recently, the flights have taken a slight tumble due to the resurgence in COVID-19 second wave

cases across Canada and the globe.

Source: Statistics Canada



Revenue Passenger Kilometers (RPK) measures the number of kilometers (traffic) traveled by paying passengers.

The graph below shows year-over-year percentage change for RPKs throughout June, July, and August in North

America and also, specifically, US domestic routes.  In August we saw a contraction of 75.3% globally, and a

contraction of 69.3% in the US domestic routes. These figures represent a continuate lows due to quarantine

requirements and other COVID-19 related restrictions.

Year-Over-Year Percentage Change for RPKs
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Global commercial airlines statistics point to an expectation of increased confidence in the revival of much of the

travel between 2020 and 2021. Current figures point to an expected resurgence of passengers flying, increasing over

50% from 2020 numbers. As airlines readjust daily, given the continuously changing environment, a large focus is

being put into preparation for increased demand.

Source: IATA

Source: IATA



CANADIAN 
HOTEL INDUSTRY
The hotel industry has shifted during the pandemic to maintain customer trust and adjust to the large decline of

bookings. In the graph below, we can note the changes this year from daily rates to occupancy rates. From the

February 2020 highs of 58.5% occupancy for all hotels across Canada, July statistics show that the occupancy was 

 34%, as this was an increase from the 13.6% April low. This story is similar for the daily rates that hotels offered and

the revenue per available room, both important metrics in assessing the performance of hotels. It seems that a

recovery s underway, but only time can tell when hotels will be able to reach and surpass the pre-COVID levels.

Canada Hotel Industry Statistics
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Source: Ontario Tourism Ministry
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